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"A Word aptly spoken is like apples of

GOLD IN SETTINGS OF SILVER."

PROVERBS 25: 11
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When Hannah Githirwa came to Americafrom Kenya after Christmas,

The only person she knew really well was her brother, Gidraph.

When she went home to be with the Father on April 1
st

, however,

Hundreds ofpeople she had become greatfriends with

Mourned her death. She had left an emptiness in everyone

That no one knew how to fill, atfirst. God spoke in

The stillness, giving a peace to fill the emptinessfor

All who would accept it, and that 's how,

Despite the pain, theyfilled the emptiness with

Peace After Hannah.

Ttfctt Afttr ty^nnfck

I think of you

And then wonder why
I must stay here

While you die.

I miss your smile

You're so far away

From the place I

Met you yesterday.

But Hannah, I know you

Know God, and I have peace

Because Hannah, I know who
Made you and brought you to sweet peace.

This peace pushes out all pain

And it comes from up above.

It exists to show

His faithfulness and love.

It fills the emptiness

That I feel in me
That has come from losing you

Now I plainly see

He has called you home to

Be with Him.

Russell Birt 4/7/00



Let's play a game of pretend:

I'm the mommy, you're the daddy,

And these are our two perfect children.

Their rosy cheeks and golden curls

Make our world a carousal of colors and light.

What was that? You never wanted kids?

That's okay; we'll pretend something different:

You're my knight in shining armor

Carrying me off to live happily ever after

In a cotton candy world

Where the wind whispers sweet melodies

And the peppermint moon chases away shadows.

What do you mean you're too old for games?

Well, no matter, I'll pretend on my own:

Shall I be "College Days Barbie" or "Career Barbie"?

I never had a favorite.

I'll be both; after all, it is my game.

A one-woman-circus-show; juggling and balancing;

Walking the thin tightrope between living and surviving.

I dazzle and entertain

And in my spare time, tame a lion or two.

There are others willing to join my land of illusion;

This glittery wonderland that knows no secrets.

Together we twirl and dance

In our music box world,

Each in a mask, hiding everything real.

(Comedy, of course-

We bury tragedy deep in the closet)

Truth is unwelcome; abusive and wicked;

Banished with a wave of my magic wand.

Every now and then I hear Him calling,

Beyond my sandcastles and painted flowers.

You answered—take a message

And I'll tiptoe around it.

Like the elephant in my living room everyone just ignores.

And I'll pretend that, too, is okay.

Deema Long



So there I was on I(nfmite)-4(was such a

strange age)

When (all of a sudden) the wind

blew my face right off.

No more seeing or hearing or smelling or tasting

—

all that was left was my nonSense of thinking

My open mind pulsed, feeling free without

the filter of a ridiculous face that sees so much
and speaks so much and says so little.

This great big brain began to think of all the times it had

kept quiet and let my mouth

(which was far down the road and gone now)

do the talking

—

It remembered in all of its thought a boy

—he was small not ready yet

—

Who tried just as hard as he could to solve his whys and do his whats

He was blue-eyed and brave and green-eyed and scared to death

He saw things that weren't ever there

(Iago would have a field day with that lovely Emerald Eyel)

I told him what I wanted and (as Fate would have it)

Endless days of sunshine burning hot on the back ofmy neck

were not in the game plan.

Late, I could hear him shouting proclamations and shouting vows of love

on the top of stacked inhibition that lifted him to the sky,

But it was dark and I was tired and I wanted him to wait until yesterday morning.

My brain thought long and hard about what used to be,

But I no longer had the eyes to cry or lips to kiss.

Merinda Simmons
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Dear Lamech,

Hello! This is Enoch ben Jared. I just wanted you to know that my wife had a son

named Havilah who was born one week ago. He's the most beautiful baby I've ever

seen, especially since he's a boy! Everybody loves Havilah, especially our parents. By
the way, in your last letter, you asked about the Tower of Babel. Well, here's my story.

While my friends, family, and I, like honorable nomads, were temporarily

residing in the land of Shinar, we determined to construct a tower. Actually, they did the

determining, saying they were trying to reach God or heaven or something. Can you

guess what I thought, Lamech? I thought, "are you crazy? Maybe God doesn't want to be

bothered by us." I didn't tell them, of course, because I didn't want them to consider me
a fool.

While we were erecting this tower, God came down to observe us. Now don't ask

my why, because I don't know. Maybe we were proud and arrogant people and wanted

to prove to God that we didn't need Him. Even if we had other plans and intentions, we
quickly discovered we were wrong about God. When He arrived, what occurred next is

too strange for the history tablets!

I asked my co-worker Abel for some bricks for the next layer of the wall I was

assembling, and guess what he said? Gobbledygook, that's what! I couldn't understand

him at all! I asked, "What are you saying?" Abel stared at me as though I were a fool,

motioning his friends to come over and gawk at me. They asked me questions, which I

obviously could not comprehend, since it was all nonsense. So I just asked them, "What

are you saying? I can't understand you. You're speaking gibberish!" Their reactions

were snickers and giggles. Can you believe that?

By this time, I felt like a dismal failure. I became frustrated and vanished. Some
ofmy family, and a few others, could speak my language (Hebrew, of course), so I

settled with them and relocated. We headed west. Everyone scattered, speaking different

languages. As you can see, God wasn't pleased with our work. We may have been

proud and arrogant, but it was an attractive tower. Why did He want to destroy it?

Well, that's the story of the Tower of Babel, at least my version. What do you

think of all this, Lamech? Did other people living near you have different versions of

what really happened? I hope you respond in your next letter.

Your friend,

Enoch ben Jared

Kelley Kent



Everyone is headed somewhere—quickly.

No one thinking about where they are,

Only where they are headed.

"Safety first" is what they are told,

All so they live to be old.

They constantly think about

How their life could flash before their eyes

If their eyes wouldn't flash before their life.

A driver passes over a bridge—quickly.

Not thinking ofwhat lies below him,

Only of where he is going.

Below is a moving body,

Peacefully winding its way through.

Not sure ofwhere it's going,

Yet it continues in search of a larger body,

Thinking it would know what to do.

Russell Birt

Golden yellow, burning bright,

Slowly closes to leave behind

A sparkling blue sky.

But I'll recall the times of sharing

Those moments we're apart.

Though you've sat among the mountains

You'll be back, as I know in my heart.

Forest green, peeking light,

Cannot see, but yet in mind

If I'd only try.

Then I find you there, still gleaming

And you make my face feel warm.

Though you've lain among the mountains

You'll be back, with your arm in my arm.

Closing eyes, one last dream,

Sunlight dancing here and there

So gracefully.

Russell Birt
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Forgiveness, in one sense—the sense in which we try to "forget" the wrong that

was done to us—is really more about a change in the way we see ourselves than about a

change in the way we see others. It does not say that what someone did to you did not

occur, but that what you thought someone did to you may not have occurred. That is,

when we feel that we have been wronged, we tend to dramatize the situation in such a

way that what actually happened gets colored over by emotion and no longer looks like

quite the same event. Try stripping down the memory of it: what happened? "Well, after

all my efforts to be kind to him, the sorry jerk deserted me right when I needed him

most." No, what happened was this: "he left." The truth is that we cannot know another

person's heart and motives; any judgements we make are based on partial evidence.

Only God knows all hearts, and the judgements are His. If we try to assume the best of

people, we will be a lot slower to get angry about things and a lot quicker to forgive the

people who do them.

It is probably better to doubt the existence of God and seek the truth than to say you

believe God and not live like it. At least if you are looking for the Light, you will see

things as they are when you find it. To believe in Light and not care whether or not you

are standing in it is worse than being blind.

Job believed that because he served God, he should not suffer as he did, and he called on

God to tell Him so. But when he actually saw God, he could do nothing but kneel.

Some people believe that the day of miracles is over, but I say that to believe this is to

believe in a crippled God. There is no such thing as a day of miracles. There is a God of

miracles, and He is the same from everlasting to everlasting. Furthermore, Jesus

promised healing as easily as He promised salvation. If healing was only for the

generations of Jesus and His apostles, then what makes us think that salvation is for the

rest of us? I will go one step further and tell anyone who does not believe in divine

healing to a take a pair of scissors and cut from their Bible every passage that refers to

healing. If they say they will not do so because that would be destroying God's Word,

then I reply that they are doing that very thing when they deny that God still heals.

To say that Jesus died to save us from the consequences of our sins is to miss the point.

He was not called Jesus because He would save his people from punishment. He was

called Jesus because He would save His people from their sins.

In Mark 16:7 the angel tells the woman at the tomb, "But go, and tell his disciples and

Peter, he is going ahead of you into Galilee. There you will see him, just as he told you."

There are two powerful words in this verse that are very easy to overlook: "and Peter."

Peter had just all but betrayed a friend whom he'd followed and loved for over three

years, and now that friend was dead with no opportunity for apology. He must have been



in agony; he probably did not think he could be considered a disciple anymore and was

possibly too ashamed to be around the others. But the Lord made sure that Peter's name
was in the message, made sure that Peter knew he was still wanted and loved and,

amazingly, forgiven.

Micah 7:19 reads, "You will again have compassion on us; you will tread our sins

underfoot and hurl all our iniquities into the depths of the sea." When we do not forgive

others or when we do not forgive ourselves, we are actually trying to undo the work of

God. Remember that we are called to be fishers of men, not of men's sins.

It should not concern us that there is so much about God that we cannot understand; ifwe
could fully understand Him, surely that would put us too much on an equal plane with

Him. Who really wants a simple God? Not me. I want a big, strong, complicated God
who can protect me from myself.

To say that you are not going to obey God until you can put together a satisfactory theory

about Him is like being sick and refusing to take an antibiotic from your doctor until you

thoroughly understand the human immune system and how antibiotics affect it.

We must not be discouraged when we plant a seed of prayer and it doesn't bear fruit

immediately. After all, just because an apple tree doesn't produce apples in winter

doesn't mean that it is no longer an apple tree. Someday, someday, spring is going to

come.

Wesley Biddy
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Hamlet swears, at ghosts on the wall;

Echoes jump off Danish towers

As petals and mirrors, and might-have-beens fall.

Steps thud muffled through the hall,

Marking names to drowning hours;

Hamlet swears, at ghosts on the wall.

Wake tablecloth-come-wedding shawl,

Binding mine and his and uncle to ours;

As petals and mirrors, and might-have-beens fall.

Carpeting the ring of a graveside brawl,

Strewing skulls and water-logged flowers,

Hamlet swears at ghosts on the wall.

Thrusts and stabs for an ethereal call,

Rapiers rusting through the dog-watch hours,

As petals and mirrors, and might-have-beens fall.

Pearls foil plans in the queen's own hall,

Where deathwish strength unctioned powers.

Hamlet swears, at ghosts on the wall.

As petals and mirrors, and might-have-beens fall.

Jeremy Clough

I bought my first Bosc pear today

And I'm afraid it might taste like a potato.

I only bought it because

Of the scene in City oj Angels

Where Nicholas Cage asks Meg Ryan
What a pear tastes like ... to her.

Maybe men who eat Bosc pears

Get women who look like Meg Ryan.

Not that it matters to me, a married man

—

Meg can't hold a candle to my wife.

And now people will think

"Oh he's so sweet,"

Like I'm trying to score a field goal

In the playoffs of "Spouse Football."

Then I'll show them a picture of my wife

And they know I'm telling the truth.

Besides, a Bosc pear

Might taste like a potato

When all is said and done,

But a man who knows his wife

Is prettier than Meg Ryan
And says it in a poem

—

Now that's surely worth a touchdown

And a two-point conversion.

Andrew Lee
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Let me cut this image from my existence

Laying the paper-doll you perceive

Of me in your lap.

This flat embodiment

That fallen leaves

Of acquaintances wrench

From my branches.

Never attempting to delve

Into the sap of my soul,

But constantly fleeing

The first warning of tottering.

Angela Jones

Tttttitttd

They're taking him down, gently,

As though that mattered now.

He hangs dead, like saints

So limp he almost seems to sway in the

wind,

A streak of dark blood down his side.

A financial matter of some thirty

shekels, I'm told.

Paltry price for a man.

All told, though, it was a good show

For a fistful of silver,

What with the weather and all.

Quite a nice way to bring down the

curtain.

He's down now,

Twisted in torn linen,

And dropped into someone else's grave.

They tell me his name was Judas.

Oh joy divine would you be mine

Whose sense is fleeting every time?

Coming near but farther still

From that which leads me on until

My dreams no longer rapture me.

But still my heart returns to thee

In the darkest hour of the night

When waking thoughts deny the flight

Of weary conscience that seeks escape

Until upon the dark landscape

Spy my eyes the eastern light arise

To strike the dew that on the meadow lies

So tranquil on the clover leaf.

Stirring not, it gleams a moment brief,

Gathnng light that through the mists emerge

A silent chorus of lights converge

A thousand diamonds whose presence on

The common clover could not go on.

As nature on the dew drop yanks

Until its bed, the weight soon breaks,

The diamond to the earth does fall

Its shining form a waterfall.

So would you now your beauty waste

When youthful morn is but a taste,

A morsel sweet that like the dew
Is swallowed by the earth while new?

So take from me this simple kiss,

And a thousand more! you would not miss,

The moment right for our love tonight

To shine evanescent as the morning bright.

Eric Kramer

Jeremy Clough

11
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Balloons of blatant honesty seem to share

The truth about forgiveness

The softness of her hair

Lofty mountain wintered peaks

Silvery shiny windowed stairs

Left behind indifference in beliefs

And other people's cares

Paul Mears

A thousand thoughts adrift at sea

With no anchor to hold them fast

They will all soon just be

Part of the lost and the vast

Mystery of humanity.

Eric Kramer

Emotions, they define who a person is. They add to or subtract from the joys, pleasures,

and pains of everyday life. They are the good and the bad times. At times they move
about uncontrolled, wrenching the inward character of a man, and at other times not so.

They can change from a storm driven ocean of chaos and fury to a flat-calm sea in a very

short period of time. Though we may not always understand what causes the tremors to

begin in the earth of our soul, one thing has been known through time; they define who a

person is. Emotions can uproot a man from the firm foundation of sanity and deposit him

in a quicksand of craziness. Just as quickly they can put him back again. They can raise

up a person or topple a kingdom. They are both extremes, no matter how temporary, that

can make a reputation. They can hold us together or rip us apart. They can strengthen or

weaken us as a people. They can help or hinder us. When forced to move, they can leave

a person confused or hurt. But when allowed to move naturally they conduct the beautiful

symphony of life.

Chase Spears
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We part this watercolor like a pair of scissors.

The wind blows the grass back from the dunes,

Hair teased back from a forehead.

Salt grass, wire grass, taut like the wiry mane

I grip beneath these taut reins.

Mane blown back, tumbled like dark breakers.

My hands are buried, halfway up this

Long bay arc of neck, face nearly buried.

Sting of leather and dirt and salt centaur's sweat

In my mouth, in my eyes horsehair and my hair,

Wind-stung tears and spume.

Long arcs of sea explode into spray, cold

Atlantic tongues lick four wet-black pounding legs

And recede—it feels like the world is being stretched.

Parting streaked sea and liquid grass,

An amalgam of sea blood, salt wind and those

Clots of wet, glimmering sand flung back,

We are hurled galloping through instability.

Hannah Matis

Angela Jones
13
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It was a bleak and dreary day, in that boy's mind,

The sun east shadows down across his face to hide the hollow scars,

His eyes weighed down beneath the years of fears

And the luggage he carried there was from running fast away.

No words could be spoken to save his darkened dreams,

No comfort from the many endless nightmares and screams.

As he hid, he thought he could get away,

Forgetting that his masquerade was on stage in life's play,

And the critics can scorn and laugh

And beat his fragile emotions from the past,

But the actors who shared his stage knew all too well,

That this young life had much more to tell,

The audience could never listen to the words it heard,

But the Author knew all the pain that the actors shared.

Looking at the man center stage,

The beautiful leading actor in this play,

The audience saw only the outline of soft love in his eyes,

The echo ofsweet talent in his voice

And the quiet handsome man every woman sought.

Looking at the man center stage.

The Author saw all he needed,

A dynamic expression of all He could work,

A beautiful rendition of the image He created,

And He cried as the actor cried,

Laughed as the actor laughed,

And held him when he felt alone.

Looking at the man center stage,

I see all I need to,

I see unconditional love through the pain

And hidden scars that fight to say down,

The beauty in all that God could create

Being seen by all around but him,

And truth be told, today or tomorrow, someday, this play will end,

He will go home and he won't be the actor anymore,

He'll be able to see himself as beautiful as others see him

And not hide anymore.

The man center stage bows out for the night,

To go to the self created emptiness of his dressing room
And leave each actor and the audience craving for one last utterance.

And he leaves to his world,

Leaving the Author to script tomorrow's performance.

SU<yi£

(facutoat)

Fire fell

flesh and stone

(water)

Consuming

Flaming Baptism

Prophets dead

Jezebelian declaration

(threat)

Overcomer now running

Sitting beneath rugged tree

Personal Anti-epiphany

now scrambling

Narrow path upward

(rocky)

within Cave now hidden

Wind ripping rocks

(within was naught)

And Earthquake beset

(within was naught)

And Flames devouring

(within was naught)

soft Whisper

unto my soul

Heart Healing

Life birthing Bold

Zachary Jones

Jackie Pardey

14
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A face stares back at me,

a reflection astonishing to see.

Eyes peering through mine own,

flesh contrived ofmy bone.

Looking, staring,

inside me,

can't you see

this living hypocrisy?

Sounding, crying,

in my voice

of that choice

that made my living a lie.

Little wet droplets

Keep falling from my eyes

Revealing all the hurt

That's bottled up inside

Place the lid back on

Seal it up tight

Save it to release

On a dark and stormy night

Naomi J. Boothe

We two are one and the same,

a scientist's wicked game.

Took my insides,

turned them out,

flung about,

a mysterious concoction of myself.

From within a dye,

is withdrawn

from minutiae calm,

a mirror ofmy inner wealth.

What can one say,

to a living you?

"Have a nice day "?

or

"How do you do?"

It's a wicked sight

to look upon living eyes of your own.

Or shake a hand

that should be yours and yours alone.

So take a deep breath,

and look into the cloning bed.

Expecting unnatural life,

you find a Living Mirror instead.

Zachary Jones

the gazebo structured itself lonely

against the night sky,

and thus I companioned it.

the stars danced in the sky,

and yet within this frame I stood

collected, calm, composed.

thoughts within me sprang up

as a river, a waterfall unending,

but I thought not.

this was not a time for thoughts,

only Presence.

so I structured myself almost-lonely

underneath the beguiling night sky,

and thus the gazebo companioned me.

Zachary Jones

15
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Across the room, unspoken words

slowly sink into deep melted chocolate eyes.

With a look we share

fantastic stories,

sparkling ideas,

silent laughter.

I go there for understanding only those pools can provide.

Who else could understand my need for

flowers and sunshine?

ribbons and stickers?

black in February?

Together we are two complexities made simple.

Truth should build a bridge,

but instead a wall.

Although rainbow colored splashes,

it's still basically rain.

And you are the forever springtime green

I will never know.

Deema Long

16
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We had to do it. That's what I keep telling myself.

We had to. He said such horrible things. .

.

And the priests don't make mistakes like that. Not like that.

And yet I wake up almost every night in a cold sweat:

Red. A hot lacquer gushing into

My hands, my hair, a drop or two on my tongue

—

It tastes like copper.

Strange. Not the searing, the burning

I'd expect, but absolute

Numb.
And of course no sound,

Only red and red and red

—

It's a funny word: "appendage."

A cleanly severed thing.

Images like the glimmer, the crust

Of light on shattered glass.

A sword, scuffling of feet, hands everywhere,

Then one of them is touching me
Red and red and no more red. .

.

There again? How?
Some of the priests say "witchcraft,"

Caiaphas swears it never happened at all

And has forbidden me to speak of it.

But there are letters burned into my retinas: INRI.

It is said that His followers

—

Gluttons for irony—still meet in the catacombs

And claim to drink His blood.

Red.

My wife rolling over, muttering,

"Malchus, go back to sleep."

And so I lie back and trace a finger

Behind my right ear

And wait for the cock to crow.

Always the same.

Caiaphas is a good man, and Law is the Law.

Wesley Biddy

17
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You're afraid to allow yourself to be different;

I'm too scared to learn how to be anything else.

Your world is color by number inside the lines,

Let me draw my imagination abstractly.

Two worlds existing in manipulations and dreams,

Somewhere else is reality, outside carbon copies and broken molds.

You're afraid to see the world you know see you,

I'm afraid to know the world I see can't see me.

Jackie Pardey

Your machiavellian style shines in your eyes;

Those beautiful inlaid stain glass windows God placed

Dart consistently elsewhere as God laughs, he tries.

Lines of worry leave paths too easily traced

And you forget you wear your guise in a public masquerade;

Called to attention are the tears you try to hide,

Your heart breaks and joy slowly begins to fade

As you lay your head in Father's lap to confide.

You pray He lets you fly away- freedom from yourself;

When the sun comes up tomorrow you want to be free.

You kept it all in ajar on your soul's darkest shelf

Believing no one could know how lonely it could be.

You're held in the only safety and comfort you know,

Shielded by Love that will never let you go.

Jackie Pardey

Aove Scwy

I held my hands up to the sky, fingertips grazing the clouds;

The wind breathed on my ears, whispering thoughts through my heart.

Swept away into a world unlike the sand that runs through my toes,

Walking on the solid foundation in a kingdom paved by Love,

Imagination unboxed and spilling out into my fantastical reality.

Sweet, sweet bliss flying freely on the wings of Peace,

Eyes closed, tumbling gently into my Father's lap;

Dance to the tune of the song sung by the beautiful birds,

The melody set to the beat of His heartbeat.

I held my hands up to the sky, fingertips grazing His grace.

18
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There is too much light in this place.

Olive-dark the desert glare ripens you

—

Each layer of dark is a burden almost of age; you feel

You are wizening into a gesticulating shadow

Nurtured by ravens, these black angels

Your ministers in this kinship of solitude.

You return to be even more alone—the one

Black man in the desolate Chinese restaurant

Buried fathoms deep in the strip mall.

Your skin crawls under the diners' feather-edged

Condescension, their heads politely turning away

Back to the noncommittal desert offence-sitting.

Every stretch of your skin is scar tissue

—

One black cicatrix, burned by our desert glares.

How do you fight these knees bowed to Baal?

And the seven thousand who have not bowed

—

Will you fight them too, out of habit?

Was the widow at Zarephath ever an enemy?

Would you take bread from a white raven?

I want so much to pierce the clear desert dawn
And thank you for what you have given me,

My guide through the sacrificial fire

Of fallen idols on my ruined altar. I tell you,

You have been my bread of angels.

Hannah Matis
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The night stood thoughtful, stars bright as memories against the meditative

darkness. On the beach flames from a single fire opened the night as Simon Peter sat,

legs crossed, hypnotized by the fire. He tossed another stick into the fire, watching ashes

leap into the air and rain down, cold.

As the cerise enchantment danced before him, Simon lost himself in thought once

again. He remembered the initial hopes and dreams, Messiah come, to rule and reign

among them; how those hopes and dreams were so horribly crashed to the ground, only to

rise from bloodied ashes, phantoms of the past reborn into the present. Within, Simon

knew he did not have the same passion and desire of evenings past, the passion and

excitement felt when his Hope rode an ass over a palm branched path into Palestine.

So the fire tortured and taunted him, mocking. Footsteps approached from behind

and sat down next to him. Without looking, Simon knew it to be Jesus. The fire still

beckoned him, and his Lord looked within it also. A question formed itself within the

fire, searing into Simon's heart with its tenderness.

"Simon, son of Jonas, do you love me more than these?"

The words from Jesus 's mouth were no surprise, for the answer had been

screaming at Peter from within. And his answer leapt onto his tongue before thought

would recall the words, and with the words birthed memories, stale and stagnant hopes,

dreams yearned for.

"Yes, Lord you know I do!"

Words quick on his tongue, almost desperate. And the memories flooded. Jesus

clearing the temple of merchants. Israel was to be cleansed, the cancerousflesh

consuming and suffocating Israel was to burn away as chaff. The blind who saw, the

dumb who sang praises, the crippled who leapt and danced with joy, and the lepers who

received a new birth. Lazarus brought to life. The Healing ofIsrael would birth Her

anew, and the Bride wouldprove worthy ofher Groom. The unspeakable beauty of the

transfiguration and ascension, Heaven itself revealed to the disciples. And your Glory

was to fill the Temple, fill Israel herself. And the nations would worship at Yourfeet.

These thoughts so vividly consumed Simon's mind that he only heard Yeshua's

response as an echo, almost an afterthought.

"Feed my sheep."

But the fire still scorched his soul, for the memories only leapt within his

emotions, but his spirit seemed to have remained in the tomb.

Simon watched without thought as Jesus drained sand within his hand, creation

shifted by Creator. The granules drained to the ground and were lost. Lost.

"Simon, son of Jonas, do you love me more than these?"

His breath caught in his throat. Do not thrust me before this Minotaur again, my
Lord. But Yeshua looked at him this time, eyes beholding Simon with a joy that knelt

down into his sorrow, flames kindling among the stars reflected within.

Do I love You? The question burned into him. Yes. A scream, a cry of

desperation clawing at the cliffs face, grasping above the waves. I must love You. There

was no other way, nothing left to turn to.
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The flames beckoned him once more, hypnotizing him, drawing him within. And
Simon remembered other flames, burning in another courtyard. The fear that suffocated

him there, binding his spirit deep within; Death's cruel maiden asking if he knew the

Messiah, had participated within that fellowship.

A vehemently negative response; three times, no less.

And with every response his spirit cried, Yes, I know Him!

Yet within he wept. / know Him.

I am His.

And then the mocking flames danced and struck at him, piercing him as the

rooster's crow had shattered that night. And I am ashamed. Ashamed. Simon shook his

head, trying to free himself from the accusatory thoughts. Afraid. And he remembered

fleeing, running from himself, his fear, his shame. From the fire that had dared to ignite

within.

"Lord, you know that I love you." And you know that I have no strength to stand

on my own. I love You. I love You more than the breath of life within, and yet I cannot

live my love. I am a man; a weak, poor man. I know You, and I love You, but there is

nothing left within me. Nothing to stand on, draw strength from.

"Feed my sheep."

The echo returned, and Simon looked to Yeshua, questions lining his face, but

sorrow weighing his mouth shut. Feed Your sheep? Simon thought of the many

teachings, how so many more the people needed to be taught so much. They are blind, so

blind and ignorant, consumed by their own lusts and concerned with only themselves.

The stars overhead pierced the night, and Simon was caught in their gaze. And You will

leave soon, and they will wander. Wander, lost in their own lives, unconscious ofeach

other and the Way in which they should walk

"Simon, son of Jonas, do you love me more than these?"

Simon lifted his eyes from the fire, gazing at the disciples in the water's edge.

Philip and Thomas crouched low in the water, their eyes swimming with the little fish

meandering by. James and Andrew engaging Bartholomew and Matthew in humorous

debate, laughing to themselves. Then sat Barthomew, Thaddeus, and Simon the

canaanite, all on the beach just beyond the water's reach, hands playing in the sand

unconsciously as they spoke in subdued voices. Looking further down the shoreline,

Simon saw John staring into the distance, just above the horizons. Almost as if he were

gazing through the heavens.

Do I love You more than these? Simon shook his head, that was not the question.

There were no levels of love, Yeshua loved each and every one of them more than all the

others. It doesn 't matter how much they love You, does it? Only how much I do. Only

how much I can give.

The fire captured his mind again, his eyes turning inward. / desire to love You

more than them; but that's not what matters, is it? Simon's thoughts turned to the

woman at the well. He remembered how Yeshua had ministered to her, how He had been

there for her and her alone. And then Simon remembered the change that had come over

her.

The five thousand fed. You didn 'tfeed them because You could. They werefed,

thefish and loaves multiplied, because they hungered. They neededyou and You were
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therefor them. The lepers reborn, skin as soft and alive as a newborn babe's. The
crippled who leapt into the air, telling and proclaiming for all the miracle manifested in

their lives. Those who had never seen the light of day, and first in their sight was the Son
of Man. They were touched because they needed You.

Your ministry was all about them. They were the reason you came. They were

the prodigal children; yet you didn 't come to deliver Israel, but to pull us out ofthe

pigsty. To lift us up to what we should be. What we do not deserve to become, but what

you have desired us to live anew within.

Simon looked into his heart, beheld the embers of a flame burned cold, dead in

it's ambition and pride. His spirit felt empty, a darkness ever lacking light, yet his lord

was asking him to give and lead and teach those who would be left behind. / have

nothing, Lord. I am nothing. But what I do have, Iplace upon Your altar; that You

might do as You please, use me as You will.

His heart breaking, Simon answered, "Lord, You know I love You."

And the tears flowed down his cheeks, glistening in the firelight, warm with life

against the dry night. The sand crunched behind him, and Simon felt hands placed upon

his shoulders. His empty soul began to fill, absence giving way to Presence. Before the

words were spoken, Peter's response resounded within, / will. I will.

"Feed My sheep."

And Yeshua, the Emanuel, opened his mouth, speaking of the future, of death.

Truth birthing life.

And the fired burned deeper.

Consuming.

Zachary Jones

:
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The rain was coming down like a shield, so thick and full that it was difficult to

see through. Elaine strolled across the bridge watching as each drop of rain became

circles moving across the pond beneath her. She could see the other bystanders running

for cover, but Elaine took her time. Her thoughts wandered far and wide on this day, her

eighteenth birthday. She was an adult, finally legal to the world, yet feeling so much like

a child inside.

Elaine turned her head upwards and smiled as the rain poured down her face; the

coolness of each drop felt so refreshing. Her smile loomed even larger as she

remembered father. The rain was his playground, his passion. She could still hear

mother fussing. It never failed: everytime it rained, Josiah dropped everything to go for a

walk. He claimed that with each drop of rain that fell against his skin, God was blessing

him. Each storm brought a new message from God; it was a refreshing of the Holy

Spirit, according to Josiah.

Hannah, mother, never quite understood his insane love for rain. She preferred to

be dry, and yet, every so often, Elaine would catch a glimpse of mother strolling along

with father in the rain. Once she heard her mother say that while father was learning a

lesson from God, she was learning a lesson from father.

Elaine sighed ever so gently at the memories. It seemed like an eternity since she

had last been with her parents. She was twelve years old when the accident happened.

At the time she thought the pain of the loss of her parents would surely kill her. But as

time passed, so did the healing hand of her Savior. Her heart was slowly restored so that

now, all she could remember were the pleasant things. Father would have wanted that.

Elaine inherited her father's love of the rain, and she could hardly ever resist the

opportunity to go for a walk when the sky opened up and poured out rain. She quickened

her step jusi a little, for surely Uncle Sloan would be calling after her. It was almost time

for dinner, and Sloan would never allow her to be late.

Elaine walked at a steady pace. She held her hands out and laughed as the water

washed down her skin. She was soaked to the bone. Uncle Sloan is sure to say

something about that, she thought. Then again, Uncle Sloan always had something to say

where she was concerned. Elaine remembered very clearly the day that Uncle Sloan

showed up at her front door looking grim and white as a ghost. He could barely utter the

words, and tears flowed from his eyes as he took Elaine into his arms and told her that

her parents, his brother and sister-in-law, were dead.

A day had not passed since that moment that Uncle Sloan was not at Elaine's side.

He took her under his wing, and she had lacked for nothing. Elaine had even come to

love Uncle Sloan as though he were her father. He had continued to instill in her the

undying devotion to God that her parents had started when she was old enough to

understand. From the time that she could walk, Elaine had never doubted God; in truth,

He became her passion. As she approached her home, a smile lit her eyes and her lips.

Uncle Sloan was standing on the front porch looking out. His expression was not one of

worry but one of expectation. He had learned long ago that nothing could keep his Elaine

from the rain, nothing. And he would not have even tried.

Caron Francis
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The old man died last week or so I read,

Nobody told me, it's what the newspaper said.

And I thought back, when I was a boy

Everyday I'd see him

Sitting on the filling station porch

And when I'd walk by to buy my bait

He'd stop me and say, "Hey, boy."

And then he'd talk and I'd listen

To him tell about when he went fishin'

He talked and he talked and then he'd sit

For a moment and say "Doggonit!"

I'd laugh, when I did he winked at me
Then I watched as the lines flashed

Across his grizzled skin

And I wondered then

How old he was and got my bait.

When it wasn't bait but gas I bought

I seldom found time to stop and talk

But when I did he'd often lament

That folks were so busy

When they came and went.

Not long after this no longer he sat

Because, I suppose, nobody would chat

But I hardly noticed when he was gone

For I was at work beginning at dawn.

But sadly I learned, not more than a week
Ago that he died. A small strip of paper

Covered in ink

Under the ad for a new kitchen sink

Was all that was mentioned, was all that was said

For the old man, who now was dead.

I thought of his passing

And decided today that I'd go and see

That old station where he used to be

And recall those old memories I nearly forgot

Of my youth and of that old man
But when I drove by to my dismay

The old station was gone. And when I asked

Where it went

I found that it was in the way
Of a development.

Eric Kramer
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I'm off to Noman's land

of the free

to do anything and nothing and everything all at once

I leave this cold office cubicle piece of the world

where everyone's doing his best to find a where and fix a what

in samhill's the matter

of a disillusioned idea and unreachable place where I can live my dreams

come and go and nothing is forever

ever and lovingly yours.

Merinda Simmons

Grandma died a week ago

All siblings came to divide

Attic hot and musty

Filled with rejects from past years:

Foot part of brass bed,

Magazines, books galore,

Three-legged table of unique design,

A mannequin shrouded, uncovered,

An antique wedding dress

Drew "oohs" and "aahs" from the greats: Cheri, Mary and Bess.

High neckline, thirty little bodice buttons,

Shirred waist, leg-o-mutton sleeves,

Epitome of stylishness in its day,

Now just a relic.

Lovely Cheri at sixteen exclaimed, "May I try it?"

Mary, a chubby, knew there was no use to try.

The youngest, Bess, twelve, slender and tall for her age

Her resemblance to her great-grandmother

In looks and temperament had been mentioned since her birth.

It was really no surprise

She could wear Great-Grandmother's wedding dress.

Amy Burgess
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can i still hear you

when i'm thinking only of me
do i remain righteous

even when I'm not right

can I ask You any question

or just the ones with the answers

i'm not afraid of

do i still believe

You love me
even when i possess no love

how can life go on

though i'm not really living

and just when can i expect to receive

all that i've been giving

when my prayers are quite pitiful

and Your ear seems unavailable

can I muster enough courage

to believe beyond what 1 can see

and when all my anthems

have been sung

and all my excuses are gone

do i remember

You are greater

than my imagination

and stronger than i can fathom

You've granted every breath

i've taken in contempt

to run from You Lord

and each of these selfish attempts

has brought

just a little more death

to my faith once secure

after all my profanities

have been said

and all my scars bled

can i justify

my wonder at how
my life is nothing but vanity

do i still have the right

to ponder why

it used to be

i couldn't see past

Your Name
now i contemplate

what is beyond my blame

i'm devoured by all i hate

and devout only to misery

do You still hear my cry

when i have no tears

do You want to rescue me
when i've given in to my fears

and when my heart hurts beyond words

will you speak what i need to hear

when all things turn unpleasant

and it is proven again

i am but a peasant

can i still enter Your court

is there enough grace left

for one who's left

Your side so often

it is true

i am quite the fool

but am i still Your child

when i dishonor You Lord

i can't afford the frustrations

i've known
i've suffered so much
at the hands of degradation

if You offered

would i accept Your touch

and all the love

You've shown

or shudder for lack of trust

is there an end i can expect

that will be for good

or do i own
too great an amount of mass defects

have i known too many falsehoods

is there hope enough

to know Your love again Jesus

do You have enough forgiveness

to cover my debts

i know i am far

from tenderhearted

but i do recall

something about

You finishing

what You started

though i have run out of thank-yous

and my humility is at an all-time low

i must still acknowledge

You as the greatest friend i know

Chris Francis
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It is all a rhythm.

These lives we live, the steps we take.

We turn around and around in what we do, in whom people think we are,

in whom we consider ourselves to be

—

like a tired waltz.

We get caught in a comfortable three-quarter time that we won't let

love or experiences alter.

All of our smiles are just notes,

Each tear is a mere measure.

We let power and position and those thin green papers with presidents' heads

spin us and lead in our beautiful dance

—

That beautiful dance of Boredom.

What used to come out of us— that music fit for Mozart

has turned into a melody sleepy and mundane

—

slowly creaking from an old wind up box.

There are the exceptions— there are those who dance to a passionate tango.

They don't know the meaning of inhibitions or routine.

That driving force of feeling is their dance partner.

They are shunned by all the rest, still moving like machines.

Their expression is frightening— individuality always is.

They are the freaks, the condescended, the mad.

But we praise them when they are gone;

We insult them by exclaiming that they were the best waltzers the world has known-

When they never moved to our strict and limiting three-quarter time and never

heard that ridiculous oom pa pa that echoes so loudly in our ears.

So we continue spinning in social circles and keep the music going with the notes

and measures made of our smiles and tears.

Because every life is a dance

And everything in life is a rhythm.

Merinda Simmons
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In life, when everything has left,

And all that we have are memories

The untarnishable scribbles in the notebook of the mind.

The fading water-colored pictures

Is all that is left of the fun times.

Regardless of the memory, adversity will haunt.

Not all memories cause turbulent times to haunt

Us, and it's not the remembrance of people left

Behind, of the unforgettable times

That we have failed to chase our dreams. Memories

Have ineffectual power. They are only pictures,

A catalogue of events in the mind.

The perception of life in my mind

Has limitless boundaries, but recollections haunt

Me far more powerfully than material pictures.

The impression that I have left

On other people, haunt me more than my own memories.

From my actions, I receive the consequences multiplied many times.

The sun will rise ten thousand more times.

And all that will be left of my mind

Are the overpowering memories

That will forever plague and haunt

Those loved ones, who will be left

Behind. Death cannot obliterate my internal pictures.

All that will outlive are the pictures

That I've implanted in someone's heart many times

Over. The soft kiss is all that is left

Which will only live on in a person's mind,

And the philanthropy I've created will haunt

Those who live on. I have created sound memories.

For in death, all that sustains people are the cherished memories,

And all that we see in darkness are the inner pictures

Of light. Our memories haunt

And live on. They will remind those that live of times

Well spent, an unforgettable glance that will live on in the mind.

One should ascertain recollections with the time that is left.

Of all the memories, wonderful or painful times,

And of all the pictures that accommodate the recesses of the mind,

Let only the better of those, haunt whom you have left.

Kenny Brazell
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He could have been the David freed

From the stony, white silent seed.

And I, his Aphrodite, and Cupid's inspire,

Until I knew his Hade fire.

No, don't worry, I know I won't cry.

Since I met him, my ocean's been dry.

My sun never shines, my bird never sings;

He had a way of destroying those things.

He puffed with Narcissus ruling inside,

Like a lion who wanted more than one pride.

His ladies and dames and broads and tricks

And dolls and heifers and babes and chicks

Flocked, no they herded like cattle around

Their bull. His eyes searched and found

Only one who did not draw up a groan;

Only one face worthy, and that was his own.

We followed him to the end of the world

And once there silently watched as he hurled

Us off the edge to the watery nothingness.

And so driving along, I blew one last kiss.

I didn't see him stop in the street,

Straighten his tie, and look at his feet,

Call back to the guy on the side of the road

And ask if the scuff on his shoe showed.

I didn't accelerate. Why, I couldn't have been

Going much faster than a hundred and ten.

And to think that I aimed, well, that's what you say.

It's not my fault he didn't get out ofmy way.

Well, sure, I feel bad. Yes, I honestly do.

I didn't mean to hit the other guy too.

Now there are two giant dents on my hood

And I know running him down wasn't quite good.

But if you'll look closely, I'm sure that you'll find

It was really a favor to all womankind.

To jail? For life? Well, I guess I deserve this.

At least it's not lifetime community service.

Deema Long
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One of the "benefits" of being retired is that you finally have time to take your

grand-children fishing. Katherine, Christina, and I repaired to the pond with two chairs, a

tackle-box, fishing poles, bait, and a five-gallon bucket.

We baited—no, I baited the hooks. They were allowed to touch the water briefly

and were then pulled out to see if the bait was still on the hooks. Every other minute the

poles were pulled out to check the bait because the youngest one could hear fish chewing

on the bait. My grandchildren have vivid imaginations.

It was a sizzling hot, sunshiny day. The youngest one caught a very lively fish

that took the end of her pole, line, sinker, bobber, and bait! This made for one yowling

kid, jumping on the bank because the fish took it all. We got another spare pole rigged

up, baited, and in the water.

Katherine decided there was more activity on the other side of the pond, so with

my assistance, we walked around the pond. She complained all the way over about the

fact that it was such rough walking. The cows had made a lot of deep grooves in the

moist ground that had hardened like concrete in the hot sun. It was hard walking.

When we got around to the other side, I threw in her baited pole and handed it to

her. I was trying to place her chair when her bobber went under. She started yelling,

jumping, pulling, and got the fish out of the pond and part of the way up the pond bank.

The fish flew off the hook and was just flopping around trying to get back into the

pond. I tried to pick it up, but it was too slippery. I thought of how disappointed

Christina had been earlier, and I wasn't going to let this fish get away if I could help it.

I sent Katherine after the pliers and pail. I thought I could use the pliers to catch

the tail of the fish and put it in the pail. She ran over the same rough ground we had

walked over without noticing the rough terrain. She was making good four-foot strides.

She brought all the stuff she could carry, thus slowing her down more. Christina was

yelling at the top of her lungs. I was still busy trying to keep the fish out of the water. So

much for "quiet" fishing. Ha!

Just as Kathenne reached me, the fish made a last desperate lunge, and I did too.

I grabbed for it and got it, but in the process hooked my toe in one of those hard holes at

the edge of the pond and dunked myself headfirst in the mud and shallow pond water.

Grandpa was up in the yard. Upon hearing all this commotion, he started to come
down to the pond. He came around the pond bank just in time to see the "creature from

the deep" coming to her feet! From the top ofmy head to my waist, I was covered with

pond-smelling mud. He just sat down on the pond bank and laughed.

We put the fish in the pail and started back to Christina with all our gear. She still

had bait on her hook, so Grandpa just threw it out into the pond and hooked the nicest,

five-pound catfish. Needless to say, when we all went up to the porch, they cleaned

enough catfish for two families.

The kids took a picture of Grandma for the album, and then I took a shower,

washed my hair, and started frying fish. This is just one of the benefits of being a retired

Grandma.

Amy Burgess
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She saw him with her side view,

a method she applied,

When she saw a good looking specimen,

whose love she'd like to try.

He dressed in fine apparel,

well, as good as she could tell,

Because although she tried,

she couldn't focus well.

He hid in the side window,

in the corner of a store.

She believed in love at first sight,

a reason to meet him all the more.

Oh yes, she was definitely falling,

for this man dressed all in black.

So she drew nearer to him,

chest stuck out and shoulders back.

Closely, closely now persisting,

making her move on her prize.

Hoping, hoping, oh so suddenly,

his love for her he'd realize.

Now she was approaching the stranger,

her eyes had met.

She had all her courage mustered,

knowing this moment she wouldn't regret.

But that thought flickered,

in her thoughts for just a while.

For as she tapped his shoulder,

a shriek replaced her smile.

And there with a ghastly expression,

in astonishment she stood.

For he was no man at all,

but a mannequin made of wood.

"PotoifaUfy centUmfdated

Countless words poorly used come to mind

And go in shame;

The pen even now poised above fibers

Still cannot claim

To depict truly and soon it seems

The act appears vain,

Any attempt to depict, to describe,

To mold a frame

Of reference that reveals her in me:

There is no name.

And even now with pen in my hand

My effort is strained,

Groping my mind stumbles reflecting,

Strives to sustain

To convey the volume ofmy heart,

All it contains.

Yet as I ponder on all of this

This thought remains,

That my perspective will be smashed

Upon the fool's claim

That I could hold in my arms her heart.

I could attain

Such a lofty estate in her sight

—

Perfect refrain.

Robb Blackaby

Andrea Cummins
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On behalfof the Anthology staff, I would

like to take this opportunity to present

the Spring 2000 Literary Magazine. I

would like to say that we have worked

very hard in order to convey the creative

endeavors of this campus. Even though

all submissions were unable to be used,

we appreciate your effort and encourage

you to keep up the good work. I would

like to recognize the staff and Mr. Lee

for their hard work in getting this

publication off the ground. I also want

to thank Wesley Biddy for his help and

encouragement as a fellow peer. I

encourage readers to find a nice tree, in a

sunny park, to sit under and peruse the

selections in this magazine. Allow the

expression and creativity to inspire you

to release your thoughts on paper, and

hopefully we will see you in the next

publication.

Thank you

Angela Jones, Editor-in-Chief

It's always quite difficult for us to keep

our focus where it's most useful. How
can we tell which poems to keep and

which to discard? Some of literature's

most proclaimed poetry reads like a lot

of rabbled words. As Abraham Cowley

states in "Ode: Of Wit:"

'Tis not to force some lifeless verses meet

With their five gouty feet.

All everywhere, like man's, must be the soul,

And reason the inferior powers control.

Such were the numbers which would call

The stones into the Theban wall.

Such miracles are ceased, and now we see

No towns or houses raised by poetry.

Please don't give up writing! We'
keep improving!

Russell Birt, Assistant Editor

all
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